Bearings have high transfer efficiency, versatility, good starting performance advantages make it become one of the most critical parts in rotating machinery, its main function is to support the mechanical rotator. Rolling bearing's quality related to the operating status of machinery and equipment directly. In order to solve the problem of quantitative bearing fault diagnosis, a dynamic model of rolling bearings is established with ADAMS. Three kinds of fault vibration signal response of different sizes of the bearing outer ring were obtained. According to the time interval of bearing failure bearing double fault response can achieve quantitative analysis of bearing fault.
INTRODUCTION
Rolling element bearings are widely used in rotary machinery and the failure of bearings is the most common reason for machine breakdowns. The study of quantitative diagnosis of bearing fault is relatively small at present. Study on the evolution process of bearing fault is very important for Bearing fault diagnosis.
Alireza [1] Research on the path of rolling elements when they through defective area and the vibration signal when rolling elements enter and leave the defect, they also obtained the contact force of rolling element and raceway. Fei Hu [2] use the theory of SVM to establish an intelligent Model which can recognize the size of the bearing fault. Yu Guo [3] proposed a method for the double impulses extraction of faulty rolling element bearing (REB) in this paper. In the proposed approach, the (Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition) EEMD are employed for filtering the random noise and high-frequency continuous noise without any mode mixing. Then, the extracted signal is filtered with complex Morlet wavelet, which enhanced the double impulses greatly. Ju Hua [4] propose use support vector regression to establish quantitative diagnosis model which can show the connection of fault size and the state of the bearing features,they established quantitative bearing fault diagnosis support vector regression model, which was used for quantitative identification bearing failure. Kuosheng Jiang [5] use morphological filtering analyze the degree of fault of bearing damage.
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Based on the previous works, establish a dynamic bearing fault model using adams and the bearing fault vibration response was obtained. At the same time simulation of failure, change the size of the outer ring of bearing respectively, obtained fault vibration response under in different bearing sizes, by the double time interval achieve quantitative diagnosis of the bearing fault.
DOUBLE IMPACT THEORY
It produced the first impact when rolling element entering the fault and generate a second impact when leaving the fault, as shown in Figure 1 and 2.
The time interval is related to the size of the fault, the time of double impact can be calculated by 
DYNAMIC MODEL OF BEARING Bearing Modeling
This paper is to establish deep groove ball bearings of 6307, Figure 1 is a structure schematic view of the size of deep groove ball bearing of 6307.
Bearing Dynamic Model Simulation
The outer ring of the bearing assembly fault with different sizes stored as x-t into ADAMS, various parts of the material properties edit in ADAMS, material properties as shown in Table 2 Between the bearing components such as the inner ring and the rolling elements, the outer ring and rolling elements and rolling element and cage Disposed contact, Corresponding contact impact parameter shown in table 3.
Add constraints, drivers, load, motion pair and force in ADAMS and built marker points in output acceleration curve position. The numerical integrator used here is Gear Stiff with an error tolerance of 1×10 -4 and a maximum time step of 2×10 -4 and bearing speed is set to 1496 r/min. In this way the multi-body bearing model is completed, dynamics simulation analysis can be carried out. By the time domain Figure 4 can be seen that periodic transient shock phenomenon, the time interval between two adjacent pulses is about 0.0131s, which are consistent with the outer ring fault frequencies. We can see that there is a clear failure of the bearing outer ring frequency and its harmonic components by spectrum.
The bearing outer ring failure size is set to 2mm,3mm,4mm and the partial enlarged detail of Time-domain can be obtained as show in figure 6,7,8
From time-domain figure, the results not only have significant time intervals and showed obvious double impact of the phenomenon, but the impact double time is consistent with the theoretical value.
CONCLUSIONS
In the dynamics model of the bearing, through analysis of the impact of double time, achieve bearing fault quantitative diagnosis. For three different sizes of bearing outer ring fault is analyzed, respectively and the impact double time is consistent with the theoretical value.
